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The Retail Energy Code 
Company (RECCo) is an 
independent, proactive, and 
forward-looking non-profit 
organisation

We are the owner of one of the key governance 
and market operation arrangements (the Retail 
Energy Code ‘REC’) which enables the operation 
of a competitive energy retail market in Great 
Britain. 

We are responsible for maintaining and 
continually developing those arrangements to 
enable a more efficient energy market.  For 
instance, we will govern the new Central 
Switching System which makes it faster and 
more reliable for customers to switch their 
energy suppliers.



RECCo – An Overview
We facilitate the efficient and effective running of the retail energy market, including its systems and processes. We do this 
through promoting innovation, competition and delivering positive consumer outcomes
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What we do

We’re part-way through a multi-year 

transformation to become a truly progressive, 

purpose-led operational business. This 

involves procuring and managing a number of 

REC Services, including the REC Code Manager 

services which deliver the day-to-day 

operational elements of the REC. In addition, 

we develop and implement strategies that 

deliver benefits to Parties, consumers and 

wider stakeholders.
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RECCo's role in Energy Theft Reduction

The REC contains arrangements that are designed to support compliance of REC Parties 

with their licence, i.e.:

• Gas and Electricity Suppliers:

o Standard Condition 12A: Matters relating to theft of Gas/Electricity;

• Gas Transporters:

o Standard Condition 7: Provision of Information Relating to Gas Illegally Taken; 

o Standard Special Condition D22: Modifications to Standard Conditions

• Electricity Distribution Networks:

o Standard Condition 27: Theft, damage and meter interference; and,

o Standard Condition 49: Electricity distribution Losses Management Obligation and 

Distribution Losses Strategy

In addition to the legacy services that were novated as part of Retail Code Consolidation 

(which replaced the MRA and SPAA), the REC places a specific obligation upon the RECCo 

Board to deliver a Theft Reduction Strategy.
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RECCo (draft) Theft Reduction Strategy

ENERGY 
THEFT

PREVENT

DETECTRESPOND

Prevent:

Prevent: Activities to deter 
theft in the first place, part 
through raising awareness 
of risk, prevention of 
organised tampering, etc.

Summary:
Approach aligns with 
existing Party obligations 
and models used for fraud 
prevention in other sectors

Respond:
Develop a standard and 
coordinated approach to 
dealing with theft once 
detected, and informing 
better future prevention

Detect: Activities to assess 
scale of problem and where 
possible, location.  Assess 
effectiveness of prevention 
measures.   



Overall aim

ENERGY 
THEFT

PREVENT

DETECTRESPOND

Our overall aim is to reduce the extent of theft in the GB energy 
industry, thereby reducing the cost to bill paying consumers, and also 
mitigate the safety risks.

However, there is currently no reliable measure of the scale of the 
problem – usually tracing back to Ofgem’s estimate of £400-500m 
from several years ago.

Ofgem recognised that a more robust estimate would be required as 
part of any business case to justify further substantial investment.  
The REC therefore places an obligation on RECCo to procure a Theft 
Estimation Methodology.  

RECCo has commissioned Capgemini to produce the Theft Estimation 
Methodology, aimed at providing a figure on which Industry parties 
could agree, but could be re-run periodically to determine whether we 
are successfully mitigating the problem.
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Theft Estimation Methodology: Approaches

• Takes the sum of all energy entering the system and subtracts the sum of all reported consumption, whether 
metered or unmetered (but formally estimated). Technical losses are formally modelled and removed, leaving 
only ‘non-technical losses’, deemed to be ‘theft’. This approach is used in several international markets, and 
previously in GB Gas (Allocation of Unidentified Gas now uses a factor of throughput – harder to distinguish from 
shrinkage).

Whole system energy balance (aggregate)

• Similar to top-down whole of system approach, but focuses on the energy entering and exiting a section of 
network and what happens to it at a much more granular level, testing assumptions made in broad model. Also 
similar to most promising method of incident detection.

Network centric energy balance (granular)

• Uses historical records of theft detection (and suspicion) to extrapolate the likely volume of similar theft across 
the entire population. Dependent upon meaningful segmentation, based on observed and hypothesised 
segmentations. Core data from TRAS, assumed to be representational – though likely to be influenced by 
historically inconsistent supplier efforts.

Prior theft incidents extrapolation (segmented)



Prevent

ENERGY 
THEFT

PREVENT

DETECTRESPOND

Example outcomes:

• Continuing the Stay Energy Safe marketing campaign to 
raise awareness of risks and increase deterrent;

• Monitor social media and other publications to remove 
content which promotes and/or advises how to tamper with 
energy supply;

• Coordination of messaging, including available support for 
those tempted due to need rather than greed;

• Further consideration of an ‘amnesty’ to focus on making 
safe and prevention of further theft, rather than prosecution 
of low-level past theft;

• Consideration of targeted and risk-based meter inspections;



Stay Energy Safe

• Creates awareness of the dangers with 
energy theft;

• Acts as a deterrent;
• Promotes the energy theft tip-off service 

(so overlap with ‘Detect’);
• Provides information.

RECCo has increased the marketing budget 
in order to allow:
• Radio Trial;
• Out of Home [explain];
• Improved webpage content; and
• Investment in digital media.



Stay Energy Safe: ‘Tick-Tock’ campaign



Detect

ENERGY 
THEFT

PREVENT

DETECTRESPOND

Example outcomes:

• Continuing use of the Crimestoppers energy theft tip-off 
service;

• Exploration of a data analytics service to replace former 
Theft Risk Assessment Service;

• Greater collaboration with police;
• Better data sharing across industry participants and 

other theft detection and prevention outlets;
• Improved Theft Detection Incentive Scheme(s);
• Explore feasibility of applying Newcombe-Benford law to 

meter readings to determine presence and extent of 
theft;



The Energy Theft Tip Off Service – ETTOS

Energy Saving Trust is the UK’s leading impartial organisation helping people save energy, reduce 
carbon emissions and use water more sustainably. We do this by directly supporting consumers to 

take action, helping local authorities and communiwith national and international governments 
and organisations.

• Anonymous tip off service
• Disseminates reports to suppliers for investigation

Security upgrade:
• Introduction of end-to-end encryption;
• Removal of ETTOS mail portal - reports delivered directly to REC Parties (removes 

restrictions on account numbers)



ETTOS and SES in numbers

Stay Energy Safe

Radio Campaign

Google Ads
• 6,538 new users visited the site in March 

2022

• 14.6% increase in online forms submitted, 

compared to March last year 

• North Ad reached 1.7m listeners across 

Manchester, Warrington, Bolton, Liverpool, 

Chester, Cheshire, Newcastle, Sunderland and 

Middlesbrough

• South Ad reached 1.6m listeners across Bristol, 

Bath, Burnemouth, Southampton, Plymouth, 

Sussex, Exeter and Devon

Google search advertising is the highest performing

• 284 reports generated (56% of online 

submissions)

• 23% more reports in March than February

30,000

8,000 600+

Tip-off reports
Created since the start 

of the service

Reports disseminated 
in the past year

Average reports sent to suppliers 
each month



Respond

ENERGY 
THEFT

PREVENT

DETECTRESPOND

Example outcomes:

• Include post-detection activities within scope of incentive 
scheme(s);

• Work with police and CPS to increase likelihood of 
prosecution of organised criminals (aided if detected as part 
of joint investigation);

• More effective ‘cease and desist’ orders;
• Ensure discovered theft is appropriately entered into 

settlements and fed back into future data analysis
• Possibly incorporate as part of the incentive scheme;

• Recording and monitoring of known problem properties –
inform future inspections (links back to prevention);



Energy Saving Trust

Energy Saving Trust is the UK’s leading impartial organisation 
helping people save energy, reduce carbon emissions and use 

water more sustainably. We do this by directly supporting 
consumers to take action, helping local authorities and 

communities to save energy, using our expert insight and 
knowledge, providing quality assurance for goods and services 
and by working in collaboration with national and international 

governments and organisations.

The Energy Saving Trust are an independent organisation 
whose mission is to target climate emergencies and act as a 
trusted voice on energy efficiency and clean energy solutions. 

They also created and maintain the REC Energy Theft 
Calculator tool, which is available for download via the REC 
Portal and used by industry to estimate the consumption 
used within cases of energy theft.

Recently updated to add heat pumps, an EV module, etc.

Survey: How can we improve upon the Theft Calculator? local authorities and communities to save 

Link: https://response.questback.com/energysavingtrust/theftcalculatorimprovementssurvey
working in collaboration with national and international governments and organisations.

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fresponse.questback.com%2Fenergysavingtrust%2Ftheftcalculatorimprovementssurvey&data=05%7C01%7Caiyesha.andrade%40retailenergycode.co.uk%7C711baab3ffc64f27670c08da23a4fab2%7Cf59e1ee26e3744dfb0882e81f9d1b201%7C1%7C0%7C637861488733735838%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=O%2FLygYkgxtzkmFl%2BLOQ7k44PYnF4VAshlbZh%2Bu7nrQo%3D&reserved=0
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Next Steps

We would welcome:

• UKRPA feedback on draft Theft Reduction Strategy and services 
offered;

• Expressions of interest in a stakeholder workshop – explore use 
cases for a data portal (e.g. Smart Water);

• UKRPA views on how to improve upon the Theft Detection 
Incentive Schemes:
• Values not updated for several years – keen to understand current 

costs of investigation, etc;

• Wider collaboration on other initiatives;
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